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Supattapone Named AAAS Fellow 6
Geisel Radiologists Honored 7
O’Leary Receives Social Justice Award 8
and more

STUDENT SPOTLIGHT
Chad Lewis (‘20) 10
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INSIGHTS
Heritable Cancer Risk 12
Deciphering the Codes of Cell Signaling in Cancer 14
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ALUMNI ALBUM
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Making Peace 32

ONE RELATIONSHIP AT A TIME, ONE STORY AT A TIME
BY SUSAN GREEN
Four Geisel students are changing the way we see each other.

DARTMOUTH’S MD-MBA PROGRAM
BY TIM DEAN
MD-MBA students seek to improve the clinical and business sides of medicine.

BUILDING MENTAL HEALTH CARE INTO LATIN AMERICAN PRIMARY CARE
BY SUSAN GREEN
Geisel researchers are leading an international effort to create a sustainable mental health-care model in Colombia.